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1. AISl?!ACI' 

APa:I. Andbra ~r<!esh Core Castings Lt.d. 

IBDf Metallurgical & F.ngineering Consultants 

BCDA British r.st 'J:T'on Research Association 

HID FoundrJ Ml.nagement I Design 

11ie Counterpart APOCL 

Automotive - relating to the wider sense of automobile/truck/ 
tractor production. 

Qastings - in iron or al111lin ... for automotive and general 
trades supplied in semi-finished condition. 

F.nergJ Conservation - Centred principallJ on preserving useful energJ 
otherwise wasted from the metal 11elting process. 

Novel Concepts - APCX:L is anxious to develop research into fields 
cons!dered to be subjects of value to the economJ 
of the project and to India. 

Market - export and domestic •rkets are considered bJ the 
counterpart, leading to categorization of the 
Project as an Export Oriented F.nterprise under the 
~finition of current Indian legislation. 

Tooling - provision of patterns to produce •lllds, core boxes 
to produce cores, core a_.lJ fixtures, measuring 
puges, fittings for pressure tests, dies for fettling 
operations. 

Sprue - unwanted •tal nec:essarJ in the casting proceA to 
introduce liquid 8etal into the llOUld cavitJ. 

Tapering - (of mulding sand) allow llixed Band to stand !vr 
1 - 4 hours to promote flocculation of claJ and 

obtain iaproved llOUlding performance. 

ClassifJ - reduce silica sand to aeperate grain-size (to assist 
in correct sand performance as a •ulding ..tti ... ). 

Screen - to remove unwanted COllpollents frOll foundrJ aand, 
e.g.:aand 1 ... .,., core pieces, meal flub etc. 
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2. 

AP01. the counterpart. in a joint wenture with Aadhra Pradesla 

Industrial DeYelo.-nt Corporation. a group of state enterprises. 

is planning to build an autamotiwe foundry. prillarily for the 

production of cylinder beads and blocks. These castings will be 

required for the auto.>tiwe plants to be set up in India. in 

collaboration with Japanesi:? manufacturers. to .... utac:tare the 

latest Japanese 80dels. Ad-hoc UlllDO technicsl assistance has 

been sought for the project, since the beginning of 1985. 

The intention is to prowide a llOdern lleChanized foundry, built 

in accordance with the world standards and incorporating the 

latest technical dewelopments. 

The project has been prowided with two independent analytical 

reports f roa recognised authorities; these reports are ewaluated 

in this present report. 

Project Staff: 

Mr. G.C.B. l.alab (U.I.) 

Report Object: 

- Independent Consultant on 
behalf of UNIDO. 

To present a co-ordinated 'liew of the points raised by the two 

independent authorities and to rationalise or upgrade the con

clusions ot those reporting authorities, leading to fira recoe

•ndations for further action suggested to be taken by the 

Government and APCX:L. 

Distribution: 

I I I 11 I Ill 111 I I 111 I Ill I II I I I I I I I 
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3. SMUii OF OOllCWSIOllS 

1. 1be reports receiwed are of a technical nature only: the tenm 

of reference leading to the re•iews offered are also restricted 

to technical •tters only. 

2. Insufficient .. r1cet information h&s been pro•ided and therefore did 

not allow for any appraisal to be •de of the financial justificatfon 

for the project. 

3. Before proceeding ~J' further with the project. an independent •rket 

appraisal and study should be -de by competent aut090ti•e found•y 

experts, LO be followed by a pre-feasibility study. Should the pre

feasibility study produce adequate results, then a full feasibility 

study should be contracted. 

4. The views of the tvo independent sub-contracted specialist organisations 

and those of the consultant, and the UNIDO back-stopping officer concur 

that no further action may be taken until the feasibility (11ark~t sludy) 

has been obtained. 

5. The original report of MF.CON is a useful first con~ept and 1tay be taken 

as a basis for building a 11e>re sophisticated solution. 

6. The report and conceptural studies of APCCL is a substantial development 

of the MECX>N report and embodies most of the necessary technology in 

concept. 

7. The APCCL and HF.CON reports contain insufficient 11aterial to justify an 

investment. 

8. There is unifor•ity of viev between the two independent expert authorities 

I II 

(BCIRA and FMD) concerning the concepts of: 

metal melting 

metal treatment and pouring 

moulding p1·oduction 

core production 

technclogy of sand preP')ration 

c~sting shake-out and cooling 

heat treatment 

fettling, finishing, shot-blasting 
quality control and insp~ction 

'-' r ~ :- \' : ~ ~ c ~·aJ;.: c ti 1·11 1 
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9. Treat9ent_of the Brief by the tvo authorities was different: 

- BCIRA proYided sipif icant detail respocdillg to the 

lead proffered by IBDI and APCXl.. and subaitted a 

well prepared and documented report. 

FMD supplied less detail in the body of the report. 

pref erring to justify conclusions in appendixes. but 

baYe offered a very •ture oYerall project c~t. 

1be layout prepared is considered superior to all the 

alternatiwes presented; it includes a sand plant concept 

which should be strongly recom11ended to the counterpart. 

10. Attempts at energy conserwation have been accorded too high a 

significance in the overall concept by APCXl. and constitute a 

threat to the success! ul iaple.entation of the pro.'ect by reason 
of: 

- development effort and cost 

- inclusion of proven unsound principles 

11. The danger exists of management effort and financial re~rces 

being diverted to re-discovering production concepts favoured 

by APCX:L which have been tried P.nd abandoned by foundries in 
developed countries, e.g.: 

- attempts to classify shake-out return sand 

- recovery of core sand f ra. shake-out castings 

- storage (in bunkers) c-f ir•1lled sand prior to use in 
11e>ulding 

- substitution of shake-out profile cooling for a heat 

treatment operation. 

12. Jnsuf f icient effort has been e~pended by the counterpart to date 

in accurately QU3ntif ying the status of raw material supplies. 

13. The proposed site and location is considered suitable for the 

scope and aims of the projected production. 



--

14. A conf uaed pictun- of mrket prospects and scope i~ preaented. 

lo ca.poaents or drawings bewe been offered for emi.nation or 

consideration. therefore the project •Y need the capability 

to coapete directly with local -11-scale industry to be able to 

esta~lish itself in the •rket-place. as a Yehicle to pro•e its 

technical superiority. The uncertainty of the •rket rJOSiti.\ln 

must again be stressed and cautiOP. giwen es to the need for proper 

financial feasibility studies to be contracted prior to cont~ 

plation of investment. 

15. The counterpert has dellbnstrated energy and enthusiasm sufficient 

to carry through the project provided always sound technical coo

cepts prevail and a reolistic 11&rket opportunity exists. 
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The f olloving represents the opinion of the consultant about points 

which have arisen during conversations vi.th APCXl. during the periGJ 
27th March to 4th April. 1987:-

1) Sand washing and drying facilities are expected to be necessary. 

2) That E.O.T. cranes •y be deleted as a means of reducing building 
and foundations costs. 

3) Workers .. y in fact unload fr011 lorries delivering melting raw 

.. terials and place these .. terials directly into the melting 

furnace: no intermediate handling is necessary or justified. 

4) In the event APCX:L decides to use E.O.T. crane in the.Stockyard 

area, there is no need for a •gnet or •gnet control gear: skips 

holding approxi11ately half furnace capacity would be loaded in the 

Stockyard area and transported alongside the melting ~urnaces where 

they will be tipped as a means of furnace loading. 

5) Sprues, after cl~aning by siaple barrel cleaner, would be transported 

in circular skips fon1ing part of the furnace charging operation. 

6) Day bunkers are not ~ecessary for the scale of operations 

envisaged. Steel skips of approximately 3-tonnes capacity, 11ay 

be placed on the furnace platform to form the function of day bunkers 

and are thereby transportable if E.O.T. crane is to be included. 

7) No justification can be seen for the temperature profile cooler 

and it is recomaended that such unit is not included. 

8) Heat treatment r.hould be included. Fll!ttling shop area is a convenient 

location for such heat treatment. Twin base 'top !lat' heat treatment 
furnaces are recoaaended. 

9) Following APCCL request tv h..ve flexibility to include aluminium 

cylinder heads and the capability to produce aluminium castings, 

there emerged from conversation the possibility of using a Disamatic 

•oulding machine which would have the capability to produce cylinder 

blockB: in conformity with some of the latest practice (Daimler Benz 

and Coswort.h), cylinder heads could be 11ade in sand compacts produced 

on core-making 111Achine~. These sand compacts will be transported and 
poured in the air s~t area. 
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10) It is confined that in the eYeDt of almi.Dima being required as a 

major component of. production, the installed electric furnace units 

an capable of melting the necessary alloys. Furnace type and rating 

vould be modified if alu.iniua 11eltin1 was spec~f ied in the first 
instance. 

11) 1be auto-pour unit should hawe secondary transporter rails capable 

of mowing into an area cowered by B>T crane if this is to be used in 
the Stockyard and Meltina art!S. 

12) 1be notion to use pourina launders in front of the induction furnaces 

is not approwed. 1be alternatiwe vas offered of pouring directly 

from the induction furnaces into transfer ladle or pouring ladle and 

using a launder when the tx1I" crane is being used as a substitute for 
the mono-rail pouring system. 

13) In hot castings handling area the manually controlled, hydraulically 

powered .. nipulator should have a bridge crane system fallback 
installed. 

14) APCCL notion to remove castings and sprue in the vicinity of the 

shake-out is unsound. It is regarded as wholly i•practicable in 

terms of operator safety, access, working conditions for operators 

and the use of wedge type sprue breakers at the shake-out. 

15) Consequent upon APCCL decision to include Disa .achine it is recom

mended that a siaple drua (luttner or siailar) should be used there-

by making practicable the siaple sand ?lant layout such ac demonstrated 
by FMD in their proposal for layout. 

16) ·111e APCX;TJ idea to have a cellar or pit in which the rotary screen is 

installed is entirely condemned. It is expected that the working 

conditions in this unit will be completely iapracticable by reason 

of teaperature, water vapour and random dust. 
;, 

APCCL proposej to have bag filter o~ dry ciust collector units installed 

in this cellar: advice has been given to change this idea and instead 

to allow the dust extraction unit to be outside the area so that at 

least all the make-up air in the cellar area has to be drawn in from 

outside. 'lllis at least would give SOiie chance of improving the atmos
ph~re. 

APCCt has been cautioned about the condition which viii arise if 

flushing takes place in the rotary drua by reason of excessive ~res 

which do .no~ breakdown, unpoared 110ulds, accidental high aoisture in 

sand or system .. 1tunction which could have the effect of discharging 
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be-tween I-tonne and 2-tonnes per a:i.nute oi sand into the traap 

metal and oversize collecting bin. These bins are located on the 

cellar floor and have to be removed by lifting individually by 

lle8DS of 80no-rail provided for that purpose. 

APCX:L has been advised to bri•all of the equipment in the cellar 
above ground floor level. 

17) It is believed that a cost analysis would sbov that if a shake-out 

and sand cooling drua is installed. the deletion of sand plant 

items consequent upon that decision would shov a cost effective 
econoaic situation. 

18) 

19) 

In core sh?p area advice has been givrn to include a ainimum of 

fcur very s.all bench core blovers (e.g. Redford). 

It is considered an omission that caution was not given of the need 

to produce strainer cores vhen producing 80ulds for horizontal joint 
flasks. 

20) It is considered iaportant to have an overbelt. rotary 'lawnmover' 

sand aerator for green sand at the delivery to the moulding machine. 

vhether Disa or otherwise. The distribution of the dust control 

equipment is proposed outside the building in all cases: individual 

dust collection units have been recomaended as distinct from major 

comaon unit particularly in the fettling areas. 

21) The laboratory area is rec011111ended to be located outside the build

ing for reasons of simplicity of achieving vibrat•on-free 80untings 
for the absorbtion spectrometer. 

22) The air set unit is presented as a self-contained arrangement with 

sand mixing and sand recl8118tion: the form of reclamation has not 

been specified: mechanical (i•pact) will serve adequately for most 

cases expected. lo shake-out facility is provided since break-up 

in the attrition unit is foreseen. 

23) Building design should feature the following: 

- avoid E.O.T. cranes 

- delete all internal walls 

keep outside walls to a minim•Jm ~r,rr;rst:H!i: with climate 
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24) Market points to be bourne in aa.nd: 

- ateerin1 housings) 
- inlet 981lif olds ) are beaYily cored items 
- camshafts should be included 

• SG iror. - green sand mould-hardened 
• Grey iron- core 110uld block-chilled 

25) Marketing strategy may have to be tailored to suit local (lov quality} 

items as means to start-up. Such items viii probably be non-cored. 

Quantities •Y be small. say 50-400 batches. 

The pettern-llaking facility llUSt be suitable for this service. 

Successful entry into cylinder head and block produ~tion 11ay require 

8-18 110nths of continual development and adjustments for EACH pattern! 

The need is stressed for proper account to be taken financially of these 

heavy charges during the start-up period. The point should be reflected 

vhen contracting a full feasibility study, if this is justified follow

ing the indications from the pre-feasibility study. 

26) For automotive components a 200-tonne hydraulic press should be included 

for straightening of SG items such as hubs, differential carriers and 

steering boxes, vhere axes, mutually at right angles have to ~ true. 

27) Core shop should include at least I-off rol!-over and dump shell core 
11achine. 

28) Automatic flash grinder is essential for fettling department. Could 

be reduced facility for initial start-up (i.e. 2-faces only at a single 
pass) and change-over set-up time accepted. 

29) ~ should not attempt to introduce computer line control until some 

5-7 years of operating experience has been gained. 

30) Prospect of selling high quality castings at a premium price is not in 

accordance with vorld-vide experience. When faced vith quality/price 

conflicts, customers have always opted for price advantage. This sit

uation must be properly reflected in the feasibility study which is 
advocated prior to any investment. 

31) Mould .. chine supply contract should include (say) 3-sets of full 

pattern and tooling equipment as part of the perf ormanc~ guarantee 
liability. 
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32) Core llllking equipment need not be supplioecl in full coaplement at 

commenc~nt so allowing "second ideas" as mar~et scope manifests 
itself. 

33) Training progr&11me should c01111ence at an early stage but caution 

is .. ecessary to avoid over-recruitment of engineering staff who 

rill not be adequately eaployed in the production phase. 
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5. REVIEW OF REPORTS A11D DOClltENTATION 

The two reports, HfXXJN and .APa:L follow •inly the 88111! concepts • .APa:L 

report adds a number of pa..Jject concepts. 

Both reports have been well researched but there is a degree of lilrltation 

which has been taken to be the absence of experienced foundry assessment 

during the COllpilation. 

Two priae aspects are not defined: 

1. designed output 
2. proposed market 

The review of the consultant bas been foraulated in tvo llOdes: 

1. the consultant's views of the presented vork with respect to the 

declared aims. 

2. assessment of the technology indicated by the sub-contractors 

either separately or in conjunction with the counterpart and 

coment on the techniques and methods which are c~n in the 

recoaaendation of both sub-contractors. 

In the presented work f roa MF.cON and APCX:L the bias of production was 

towards automotive grey iron with a proportion of SG iron. Latterly, 

during meetings in Hyderabad between the consultant and the counter

part, notice had been taken of eariier opinions expressed indicating 

that modern trends in automotive cylinder heads are in favour of 

aluminium. Subsequently, the counterpart has wished to take account 

of the posibility of al1111inium featuring as a significant part of the 

output of the new foundry unit. This indefinite statement as to manu

facturing intent, and the imprecise 11arket situatio·: reflected in the 

work to date raises a point of further caution regarding the need for 

a correct feasibility study to be carried out prior to the justification 

of investment. 

6. OONSULTANT COftfENT ON 11IE FEASIBILITY OF THE PROJECT USING 11IE DESIGN 
OONCEPT PROPOSED BY APO:L 

Overall the APO:L concept will give a satisfactory producing unit for 

the purposes define~: the capacity and proposed equi'>lllent are not in 

balance and need important review in a number of areas. 

APCCL has done a lot of ~ork and put much effort into the project con

cept but. lack of practical foundry experience in the sources available 

to APCCL may have been responsibl~ for producing a result where some of 

the capacities are ..eriously understated. However, the remedy is not 

difficult to recoanend. 
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6.1. ~tallies and melting 

'l'be :.Sic concept of stocltJard l•JOMt is capable of much stmplif ication 

.mich is rec~ed in the appropriate eectiaa and altenaetbes or 

melting possibility for 1re1 end SG il'Gll ar-e too aa.erGUS to mention. 

APCX:L bas decided to ba•e tvo lledi• f requeocJ f unaces encl to trensf er 

the metal to a holding unit; follorina diacusaion between BCIRA and 

Af(Xl. a decision vas .. de to ... 11 ... te the holding unit and automatic 

pouring s1ste. which is a satisfactory thin& for grey iron production. 

If SC !.ron production approximtes 40% or 50% of the output APCCL could 

be eabarassed by this dec.isiun because tl-.e major capital invP.st.ent in 

the autopour unit with holding facilitJ will be available for only one 

half of the proposed production, or dictaua in-90ld process, 

been pointed out by FMD. 

BR has 

During the develo.-ent of the proposals in U.I., APCX:L has indicated 

that an unattractive 11arket price for SG iron is a pointer tQvards the 

continued predominance of grey iron i~ the projected production 

schedules; if this proves to be the case the amalgamntion of holding 

furnace and autopour unit will have proved satisfactory. 

6.2. Moulding 

I I 11 I II 

Moulding considerations have been limited to high pressure mouldirag 

machines with a leaning towards blow squeeze: this decision is endorsed 

by reasons of cleanliness and lack of noise and it has been pointed out 

to the counterpart that since such importance has been placed upon the 

conservation of energy then the vertical parting DiS811atic machine con

cept has substantial advantages over the horizontal parted steel flask 

concept by others. The resulting quality of 110uld and casting are not 

affected by this decision. 

It cannot be rec0111111ended that cylinder heads be 11&nufactured on Disamatic 

machine but in keeping with APCCL's wish to have the most 80dern technology 

which is currently represented by a core block and 110uld bl(>(;k systems 

and 'accidental fit' occurs between the cylinder head aanufacturing idea 

in core block and the practicability of choosing either aluminium or iron 

as the alloy. 

11 I II 
I I I 11 Ill I I I I I I I I 11 I I 11 111 I I II 111 I II I 
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6.3. S.and Processing 

The Consultant is of the opinion that neither fB'.Xlll or APa:L thorouahly 

understands the nature of foundry •ulding sand nor the functions to be 

carried out in a sand reconditioning plant and therefore it is continaent 

upon the sub-contractor and the consultant to ensure that by lleaDS of the 

subject reports an adequate interpretation of the functions is passed 

over. 

AJl(X:L in a conceptual report on sand plant, outlines fundallental objectives 

ailled at. It is not easy to understand the concept of variable energy 

depending upon heat content of sand in the conte:rt of reconstituting a 

green 110ulding sand. Concerning Ite11 3 relating to teaper a note is 

included below shoving that the concept has been abandoned in practical 

production foundries for 110re than 20-years. 

In the plant highlights, reference is made to a rotary breaker screen 

to crush and disintegrate the lumps of reclaimed sand but within the 

consultant's knowledge, this machinery refers only to air setting sand 

not to green moulding sand. There is reference under plant highlight 

Item 1 and elsewhere in the report t•" -~:reening of the sand to desired 

grain Iineness distribution. The consultant has informed APCX:L that 

such an achievement is not possible with the type of equipment indicated 

in the report and on the layout drawing. Where reference is made to the 

direct addition of new sand to return sand this is a variable: vhen heavily 

cored vork is being 11ade, no need will arise for the addition of new sand 

because such new sand will be delivered by means of breakdown of cores. 

We~ cooling is introduced in the description and is taken to mean the 

spraying of vater into heated sand to take benefit of the latent heat 

of evaporation of vater. 

Concerning the application of controls and their functional performance, 

APCX:L has been informed that the most significant factor in the control 

of a green sand plant with automatic moulding is statistical examination 

of the sand performance vhen making each of the patterns forming the 

total product •ix. The veisht of casting related to the weight of sand 

is not significant as a means to determine residual moisture and temper

ature in •hake out sand. 

II I 
I I I I 111 I II 11 111111 I I 111 111 I I 1111 I I I 
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The introduction of a llicro processor is a aood idea and when coupled 

Vi.th readings fraa the eensors distributed around the plant and fed 

with data concerning the production taking place at present time and 

more especially the pattern which will follow and be the subsequent 

production, in which case, useful infomation can be obtained and the 
daca applied. 

Under APCX:L ita 111.(S) the variation of sand to metal ratio is not of 

any direct consequence; it is the heat transferred to the sand that •tters. 

Paragraph V.(g) pre-aixer and dry cooler for llixing the sand with 

auxillary •terials. If the pre-mixer can be in the fora of a "paddle" 

llixer (sort of screw feeder) to distribute wet •terials into the granular 

sand .. ss, it would have SOiie advantage, indeed, this is the classic method 

of increasing the output of a sand plant to achieve iucreased aould production. 

Concerning mixed sand stored in overhead bunkers for 2-2~hours, this has 

been extensively tried by General Motors, Albion 1%3lleable, National 

Malleable a·~d Steel Castings and all have failed. The systems were removed 

after betvP.:"n 2 and 5 years experience, in fact the sand is of much better 
quality but it cannot be got out of the hoppers. 

A very important feature which seems to be missed is that bentonite and 

coal dust are normally added as a slurry vith water. This is separate 

froe and additional to th~ re-use of sludge from a vet arrestor. 

Note that about 65% of the desired effect is reached vhe~1slurry is used 

for binder and coal dust (different from vet arrestor sludge.) The capac

ities in both reports are clearly too small. A revision connecting 140-

aoulds per hour, suggests 110/120 tonnes per hour. It is prudent to 

provide sand preparation capacity to match the machine output. 

APCX;L wish to use facings sand which the consultant completely rondemns. 

Reference APCCL item (g), the Pre-mixer cooler. 

This is not really understood. APCCL must appreciate the danger of carry
ing away fines vhen air pa~ses through sand body. 

111 Ill Ill 
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Reff!rence It• (h), Saad storqe. If sand storaae is propoeed between 

tvo mixer unite then the coaaultant atirelJ disagrees. 

It• V.(i) final aixer. It is not agreed that high intensitJ mixer 

avoids the need for final aerator. A final aerator is considered 

essential vhateYer the form of mixer. 

1lie concept under Item VI, a aicro computer is wery good and is much to 

be encouraged but a lot of work will have to be deweloped within the 

plant to achiewe this. It is hardlJ worthwhile to specifJ the parameters 

to which such a s7stem has to be coupled in the design stage. Equipment 

should be provided within the scope expected and the detail worked out 
in practic:e. 

Reference Sand Plant description (sand plant list), the following .. jor 

points arising from the consultant's experience are highlighted for 
attention: 

- Item l - Rotary Breaker Screen. 

Specifies screen opening - 21 perforated. If this means 21- dia. it 

rill result in excessive quantities of sand being rejected. 

N.B. it will not be possible to screen the sand for grain fineness 

distribution. Fines may be removed by air flo~ (including clay and coal 
dust). 

- Item 4 - Wet Sand Cooler. 

Repeat caution about s~reen opening; 5 x 25an would not non1ally be 

effective. 

- Item 5 - Bucket Elevator. 

Of course cannot use nylon buckets, they voul1 be melted tiJ the sand 

and t~e specification should be much more advanced. The material of 

the reinforcement of the belt must be mentioned. It is better if there 

are two rows of buckets staggered intermittently and overlapped. 

Item 6 - Hoppers. 

Capacities to be revised. 

- Item 9 - Nev Sands Conveyi- metering system. 

C.11re must be taken about us ~ an elevator in this context since the 

sand may be up to 16% water. It would be desirable to use chain and 

bucket elevator and not a belt to achieve effective discharge. Nylon 

buckets or polypropylene would be an advantage. 
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Item 10 - Vibrating Conweying Tube. 

APCXl. must be warned that ..., silica ll8Dd flushes on a ribrating system 

in the absence of bentooite encl a 11ere positiwe fora of feed will bawe to 

be considered. e.g •• screw feeder. 

Item 12 - Feeder Screws. 

Neither coal dust or bentonite feeds properly due to flush.a.ng through 

screw feeders. recCJ•end rotar·r plate feeders. 

Item 15 - Weighing and Metering system for the auddy veter. 

If this means veter returned froa vet arrestors then it is best measured 

in a glass or plastic tube with external capacitance lillit switches. If 

it is slurry it is best 11e&SUred by a timed opening of a val•e against 

a pre-set puap pressure in a circulating ring 11ain. 

Iter 16 - the Vet Type Dust Collector. 

Each manufacturer bas his ovn normally Yery tightly patented systea. AJl(X:L 

would be vise to invite alternative quotation and take the system which 

best su~ts its needs. 

The APCCL specification atteapts to show a lot of letail but aisses out a 

number of critical elements such as draining. sludge level control. scraper 

shear drive. broken-down scraper recovery. cleaning access and the need 

to duplicate level probes to deal with capacitance change froa build-up. 

Item 17 could well be achieved by gravity when the final layout is con

sidered. 

Itea 18 - Electric Svi.tch and Control Plant. 

AJl(X:L should consider a systea that steady light aeans aotor in operation 

and light extinguished aeans aotor stopped. If there is a total electrical 

failure it vill not give the flash. 

A point not specified is the ~eed to provide isolators for safe aaintenance 

purposes in addition to the lock~ble load disconnectors which are specified 

as housed in the cabinet. 

Elements discussed in detail vith AP<l:L during the visit of the consultant 

to Hyderabad: 

Concept of sieving foundry return sand cannot be rec0111aended since it is 

not practicable. 

I I Ill I 
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For the cootrol o~ grain aize distrilautioo APOCL sbuuld expect that a 

proportioa such aa S-tomes of sand per day should be discarded and sub

ai t ted to treabent thRugb a separate sand washing, drying and grading 

plant. rus item vas coupled vith a question of quality of sand which 

can be parcbesecl l~lly. 

Caution vu •tTea to APal. that send delhered to the foundry could be 

expected to ha•.! higb moisture content: workers employed by delbery 

fil'8S would ban found out that if dried silica sand is vetted it is 

less prone to dribbling and leakage from cracks or splits in the load 

carrying compert9ellt of a road Yehicle. Since the distance of hauling 

sand is stated to be approximately 500 ... the point is quite signif

icant. 

When making cylinder blocks and heads it is likely that excess sand will 

ha•e to be discarded from the sand system and •Y be as high as 120-tonnes 

per week. 

Provision should be made to store dumped sand during periods of excess 

core load so that the sa11e sand can be vashed, dried and graded and re

turned to the plant when required. 

Pointed out that characteristics of a shake-out return sand are quite 

different f roa virgin silica sand by means of residual bentonite plus 

dead clay, some coal dust, burned coal dust and ash and probably 1.2% 

to 1.8% 11<>isture. 

Where washing, drying, and grading facility does not exist a quantity of 

sand daily (5-tQORes/10-tonnes) would need to be discarded as a 11eans of 

re11<>ving unwanted fines and dead clay f roa system. 

Specifically discussed the storage of shake-out sand prior to re-use and 

re-constitution: the advisability of using a vide area distribution vas 

discussed and the basis pointed out, principally that if the proposals 

from APCCL is followed where sand will be separated and delivered by 

individual chutes, segregation would result and heavy particles roll 

down sides of the cone formed under tbe chutes thereby giving two grades 

of sand in the same hopper with no means of control at the outlet. 

Discussed alternative procedure of 110unting a plain rotating screen 

over the top of the hopper: the screen should be tapered to be larger 

towards the discharge end and that i•provements in distribution are 

achieved by blanking off SOiie parts of the screen accorjing to exper-
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ieoce. Sketches •de to show that the rotation of the screen influences 

the distribution of the sand in ~ hopper vbicb •st be taken into account. 

Discussed design of ploughs ser•ing discharge points from CODYefOr belts: 

mentioned altematiYes of horizontal piYot and Yertical ploughs. tbejr 

different functions and points where they should be allocated to Yarious 

perts of a sand system. 

Discussed at length the iapro•e.ents in a moulding sand after aixer due to 

the effect of tapering on the distribution belts: this is an argument in 

fa•our of long inclined belts to deliver sand frOll the intensi•e llixer to 

the moulding •chine temporary storage bopper: the use of vide. slow-moving 

belts vas mentioned and that an advantage accrues f rOll an o•er-belt sand 

aerator (lawnmower type). 

Discussed at length and offered c~siderable detail relating to the exper

ience of a North American and European Coapanies in attempting to •ill sand 

and store for a tempering period of up to 4-hours and c011aented that these 

systellS have now been entirely abandoned and that n~ report of such use has 

occurred in the literature for aore than 20-years. 

Pointed out that if clay and bentonite are aixed vith water in a proportion 

to reflect the expected additions in the intensive •ixer, that auch of the 

achieveaent by sand tempering is thereby obtained. 

iecomnended that in the plant layout, the travelling time for sand &fter 

leaving the intensive aixer should be between 5 and 7 ainutes and that the 

aoulding aachine supply hopper could carry approxiaately 10 ainutes or 12 

ainutes sand supply. 

Stated that tempering is difficult to measure in terms of aouldability but 

that green c<>11pression strength will rise and shatter index will arise. 

Advised APCCL to place less reliance upon instrumentation in the sand plant 

end to regard the instruaents and sensors as an indicator only, it has been 

the experience of the consultant that a mouldability index obtained with a 

BCIRA/Dietert measuring unit fitted to a Beardsley & Piper speed 11Uller 

were found to be not applicable to the moulding perforaance of the sand: 

this point aay be a useful introduction to APCCL to the fact that the pro

cess of measurement of sand performance and 11<>uld making performance can 

be related to instruaentation but not measured directly to it. Instrument 

readings are a useful guid~ only when related to observed good performance. 
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6.4 am: MAllllG ~ES 

AP<Xl. was adYised that in the opinion o-f the consultant the general 

•pproech to core .Uing vas too lightly handled throughout. Most 

extftlSiYe discussion is giYen to type and selection of moulding •chines 

and hardly any consideration to the technology of core making. 

The core machine specifications of MtXXll confuse air ~t an0 core 

making. 

Primarily. the number of •chines is grossly insufficient, secondly. 

the specification of •chines and processes should be llOdified. MF£ON 

suggestion of ~ x 600 heater plates for solid shell is not practicable 

for automobile work, unless for !11Ultiples of 911811 cores. 

O.Oice of hot box is sound technically but •Y not be comfortable for 

operators in the prevailing cliaatic condicions. 

APa:L •chine cmple11ent will also need expanding possibly to 12 or 

14 machines ultiaately. 

Advice was given to include a nuaber of hand core making benches and 

4-off small bench core blowers (e.g. Redford). 

Tvo batch mixers are inappropriate. The batch mixer should serve for 

spe~ial mixes only with the continuous •ixer u.-rrated for the main core 

sand processPs. Extra mixecs would be added ~s production develops. 

The uncertainty of the market further underlines the need for caution 

before making investment in the face of an undetermined product •ix. 

Concerning the specifications, many detailed points may be improved: 

- vertical split should apply to I-off 6-litre 11achines 

all shell 12-litre machines 

- horizontal split should apply to 1-of f 6-litre machines 

all 25-litre machines 

- minimum box for 6-litre should be 2 x 75 

- maximum box for 25-litre should be 900 x 700 approx. 

- electrical heating is most unsatisfactory. Since it is likely 

that only shell will be retained as the hot process, serious 

consideration is necessary to introduce gas process heating. 

- core removal from vertical 6-litre machine should be by sliding 

ejector. (i.e. mechanical) 
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The foregoing points are offered to suggest process i•proYements to 

APCX:L - in fact if the rec~clations for cold-box are adopted beat: 

related factors fall avay. Nontbeless. t:be point abouc gas heating 

for shell is aost iaportant and every endeavour should be made to achieve 
it. 

Opportunity was taken during t:he visit of APCCL directors to the off ices 

of the consultant in the U.I. to indicate the effect of different degrees 

of efficiency in core blowing on the resultant casting surface finish and 

casting diaensions: constraints upon casting diaensional integrity arising 

out of core aaking limitations were also demonstrated by means of drawings 
and plaster aodels. 

Concerning the core 11achine layout. advi~e was given that the space between 

the machines as envisaged in various layouts is inadequate ar.d that a aini.aUll 

of 2.3 aetres between adjacent machines is necessary and a space of 2.5 metres 

frOll the rear of a machine and an adjacent wall should be regarded as aini.aUll. 

An extensive discussion was held considering general and detail points of 

core shop layout and the general theme indicated in the FHD drawing was 

endorsed as convenient for core shcp layout. Certain details were changed 

to suit the configuration of an envisaged building, APCX:L vere recomaended 

to follow the basic concept of the FMD presentation. 

Advice was given that the effective utilisation of core making machines can 

be as lcv as 35% and will very rarely rise higher than 65% and that in the 

light of such advice the number of core making aachines proposed by MECON 

and ~L in the original reports falls substantially short of i:h!! minimum 
considered necessary. 
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The .anlikelihood of a single core making system vas explained and AFCX:L 
advised that experience would sbov that different core making processes 

ultimately became necessary to achieve user satisfaction and quality in 

cyliader blocks and heads. Whilst there cftDllot be a certainty it is 

possible that shell process cores would be necessary for reasons of 

strength and rigidity and that otherwise a gas hardening, cold-box system 

•r be chosen. Alternatbes t1ere discussed and a strong indication given 

by the consultant that the aaine hardened iso-cure (Ashland) •Y find 

favour by reason of its world Vi.de application: ester hardened phenolic 

resins have been shown to be very popular in Europe for motor cylinder 

work: ester hardened phenols have the aerit of being less affected by 

moisture than some of the.alternatives. 

During the lifetiae of the projected foundry it is ~uite likely that con

tinuing research will produce a silicate based cheap core making •terial 

suitable for the clillatic conditions projected in tle Hyderabad area. 

1l1e consultant has experience of successful gas hardened, sodium silicates 

in Malaysia and in Indonesia in tropical rain forest climatic conditions 

and further development of the processes should be expected. If such dev

elopment occurrea and was widely used the proposed core making machines 

would be adequate. 

The alternatives of applying a core coating were discussed. APCCL has a 

distinct bias towards electro-static spraying of coatings. Advice was 

given not to abandon the concept of dipping the core in certain specified 

instances where a good refractory cover proved necessary in practice. 

As a point of reducing initial capital expenditure, advice was given to 

AP(X:L not to install the full complement of core blowing machines in the 

first instance so that any special demand for core making process or type 

of core making machine could be established prior to the purchase and 

installation of the full anticipated machine complement. 

The core shop equipment was discussed in full and a schedule of plant a~~ 

equipment studied: it was advised that as a means of reducing costs the 

locally produced 'flip up' core racks could be replaced in the early stages. 

Transport of the cores between storage and mouldins machine was discussed, 

alternatives mentioned, and APCCL indicated a preference for manually pushed 

rubber-tyred core rack. The superiority of the 'flip up' core storage racks 

mentioned by BCIRA is confirr.:~d with the suggestion that they introduce at 
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Core box cleaning bas not been included. Baild-up of reaill depoeita 

occurs in c.ore boxes ... cbmlaes to diaenaiona of the cores. '->Yal 
is by blasting with glass beads in case of cast iron core boxes ud by 

chem.cal solYeDt in case of epozy or urethane core bozes. 

Follovi.ng a decision as to process route a suitable cleaning procedure 

can be outlined. 
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6.5. Ailtcim1&ic ~ure Profile. <baler 

This ele.ent is a salient feature of the operation which is being 

strongly souatat after by APCX:L. principally on the basis of energy 
conserwation. and iaproved metallurgical quality. 

1be concept is a worthy goal but execution is likely to prove ia

practical. If the foundry produced only a single pre.duct or narrow 

product range. the likelihood of success would be greater. 

Placing castings into a tunnel (muffle) furnace has been practiced 

for many years. but recent experience shows that alaost the same 

effect i~ achieved from placing castings in a fork-truck container. 

Following shake out at about 900 deg.C. the thinner parts (e.g. skirt 

of cylinder bl0t:ks) cool rapidly to 450/500 deg.C •• say in 3-minutes. 

whilst the cored bores and water passages will probably be 770/8),() degC •• 

after 3-minutes. therefore internal stresses vi.II result. Practical 
solutions to the problem could be: 

I. Place in container so that a tP..:•perature-levelling "soak" occurs. 

2. Pour moulds at end of shift and allow castin~s to cool for 4-8 hours, 

as may suit the plant operations, and shake ~ilt at 250/400 deg.C., 

when most of the stresses vi.II have been resolved. 

Practical factors should be considered by APCCL when using the profile 

cooler as described in the report include. 

I. 'femper~ture loss from ccstings: 

- whilst being punched-out or dumped. 

- during pick-up and transfer by manipulator. 

- whilst waiting in container/furnace charge carrier for full 
loading. 

2. Need for closed bottom and sides of charge carrier to contain sand. 

3. Heat transfer barrier created by charge carrier. 

4. Limitation on air circulation inside furnace to avoid blowing about 
core and mould sand. 

5. Acceptance of a dump-out operation somewhere in the circuit to dis
charge loose sand. 

6. Castings must be picked out of container by manual hoist or manipulator 

or al ternati vc1 ~- dumpec .,..iier: S3nrl is discharged <which 1o·i l l repeat the 
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In tel'9S of energy conser•a~ion eo11e points .. y be mentioned: 

1. Profile cooler would require heat input to bring cooled p&rts 

of castings aboYe 760 de .C. 

2. To achiewe Itea 1 above. the furnace would involve: 

- charge carriers 

- castings 

sprue 

- unknown weight of core sand 

unknown weight of aoulding sand 

3. Of the load defined in Itea 2 above. the following would be entirely 

unproductive and thus consuaing energy unnecessarily: 

- 80% of charge carrier weight (without sand problem carrier would 
be only 20% of weight) 

- 6-8% reject castings 

sprues 

- core snnd 

- mould sand 

Analysis of sub-contractor and consultant response to the profile cooler 

concept: 

FMD is not convinced that the automatic temperature profile con

trolled cooling furnace is either necessc,ry or advisable. 

BCIRA cons·,.ders that the controlled temperature cooler is rarely to 

be eound in foundries and heat treat.11ent is normally carried out at 

the fettlia:g stage as sugg1..sted by MEU>N. 

- The consultant recoaaends that for the reason outlined above the 

automatic temperature profile cooler concept should be abandoned 

and that cooling with some soaking in containers should be sub

stituted and necessary heat treatment performed in the fettling 
shop. 

A suitable layout indicating the function of a cooling unit ~as drawn and 

described to APCCL in Hyderabad and subsequently i~ U.K. where photographs 

were examined of two similar systems designed by the consultant and operating 
for more than 15-years. 
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7. ASS~ OF SUB-OONTIACTOR TF.cRNOLOGY 

7.1. Tooling and Pattern Design 

The MECON and ~L reports do not adequately cover the aspects of 
tooling: 

design 

manufacture 

procurement 

maintenance 

Further more FMD points out the serious under-estimation of expected 

costs shown by MECX>N, although acknowledging that the component is 
not s~ified. 

BCIP.A note a procerlure for tooling and its relationship to respon

sibilities for verification and the casting quality. 

ThE" consultant has demonstrated pattern design, technical provisions 

and component/tooling design interaction during a visit of APCCL to 

the consultant offices in U.K. and emphasised the significance of this 

phase in securing the success of a foundry project. 

Advice has been given to APCCL to specify 3-sets of tooling to be 

delivered with the m~ulding machine and at the responsibility of the 
machine manufacturer. 

The extent of the training to be budgeted for has also been e.nphaRised. 

APCCL is also advised that pattern rE"pair facilities alone are :not 

sufficient to sustain the projected output. Continu:l adjustment and 

ref urbi~._fog of tooling is to be expected and for long-run production 

items a minimum of 2-sets up Lo 6-sets of toolings are to be anticipated. 
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7.2. Melt treatment, metal pouring and innoculation 

On the salient points 00 and BCIRA agree, principally: 

8ediua frequency melting furnaces 

metal holding unit 

automatic pouring 

late metal stream iP~oculation 

The FMD report df:als aore fully with different types of 110uld 

pouring units available and gives arguments and technical support 

in favour of its use; BCIRA concentrates aore on the specification 

of such unit and iists the ancillary equipment to be specified. 

BCIRA discusses different sizes of autopour unit and concludes 

that 2.5 tonnes capacity is advisable. FMD point out that the 

product detail is not knuwn but estimate that a llinillum size would 
be 2.0 tonnes capacity. 

The alternatives of channel type furnace and coreless furnace are 

discussed by both sub-contractors and 211 examination made of varying 

ca;>acities. '!be advantage of being able to empty a coreless furnace 

is pointed out by BCIRA who finally recomaend a 12-tonnes capacity 

combined holding and pouring unit. FMD take an alternate route and 

mention th~ disadvantages of applying power to a coreless furnace at 

low ievels ~f heating and thus loss of superheating efficiency and 

caution that with less than one tbird of crucible capacity, the metal 

can actually lose temperature even on full power. By adding these 

points to the increased expected refractory cost per tonne of through

put, in the case of a coreless furnace, FMD recoa111end that the holding 
unit should be channel induction. 

For metal innoculation the concept of a late metal stream innoculation 

is endorsed by both sub-contractors and the merits of using compressed 

air or nitrogen as a pressure medium are discussed; FMD considers the 

advantages of nitrogen when pouring SG be insufficient to warrant the 
additional plant equipment and consumables. 
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The pouring of SG iron as well as grey iron poses a problem which BCIRA 

and FMD would overca11e by means of a separate metal pouring runway for 

881lual pouring and FMD would retain the advantages of the autopour unit 

and effect the noclularisation by lle8llS of the 'in-.old' process. 

Discussion on the choice of detail concerning melting was obscured in 

discussions with ~ during the consultants visit to Hyderabad. During 

those discussions the intention to off er an aluminium capability was 

raised in discussions between the consultant and APCX:L and at other times 

between APCX:L and the Andra Pradesh Industrial Develo,.ent Corporation, 

it vas clearly indicated that the capability of aoulding, core 1181cing, 

melting and shake-out and fettling facilities would be applicable to 

aluminium castings. 

Until a resolu:ion is reached concerning the final product •ix, the 

consultant has to rec~nd that initial expense be saved by 011itting 

the autopour unit and indeed omitting the holding furnace, thereby 

relying upon direct melting until the predominant alloy emerges follow

ing which a reappraisal of the metal handling system can be made. 

The rec011111endation of the consultant that if aluminium is to be seriously 

contemplated in the plant it could be COlllllenced by installation of a 

small (500 kg) melting furnace attached to the air set area so that mould 

and core blocks could be assembled and a secondary casting unit established. 

Since APCX.:L indicated its serious intention to examine the Disamatic mould

ing principal and to contemplate whether such unit should be applied to 

aluminium, final decisions concerning the metal melting unit will have to 

be deferred. 
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7.3. Sand Processing 

The necessary function of reconditioning green moulding sand has 

been practiced throughout the world for many decades and certain 

formats have emerged which are proved to be flexible and reliable. 

Many of these formats •Y be lacking in finesse of efficiency in 

the areas of power conswcption, heat recovery and finite sand 

quality control but these have emerged throughout the world on the 

grounds of their general applicability to the 11anufacturing process. 

1be consultant makes the point that it 11ay not always be practicable 

to explore tu the absolute limit any one abstract section of the 

sand reconditioning plant perfol'llBJlce. 

A very definite and siaple presentation of the 11e>ulding sand recon

ditioning process is given in }ltD report page 17, item 3.3.3.1. 

The attention of APCCL has been drawn to the }ltD layout on account 

of its simplicity, small size and capability to achieve sand screen

ing and cooling. 

BCIRA page 29, item 7.4 summarizes rec011111endations for development 

of the sand plant. The expected capacity in the range of 100-120 

tonnes per hour is mentioned as being consistent with the moulding 

machine capability. 

BCIRA recomnends the use of inclined conveyor belts in order to 

avoid elevators. This is a traditional problem in temperate and cold 

countries but is not expected, in the opinion of the consultant, to 

exist in Hyderabad. FMD is satisfied with the inclusion of elevators. 

Both sub-contractors recommend high intensity mixers, both specify 

separate aeration of the sand o~ the belt after the sand mixer. 

Al'CX:L is rec011111ending some form of pre-mix in order to develop temper 

in sand. It has previously b~n mentioned that this is a good concept 

but is self-defeating in terms of mechanical handling. The alternative 

of using a clay and coal dust slurry in the high intensity mixer has 

been previously mentioned: the point is her£ further developed. 
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In siaple teras the benefit of alloviag aixed foundry sand to remain 

unused for periods of up to 4-hours after ai:zing has been ahovn to 

pr0110te the development of good moulding characteristics: these are 

difficult to define but relate to green coapression and shatter. If 

coal dust and clay are pre-aized as a slurry (not to be confused with the 

recovery of sludge froa dust extraction units) flocculation cf the clay 

com11ences before addition to the sand and a aarked improve.eat in aould

ing perfol'fl&nce r.an be 11easured. 

BCIRA recommends that return sand froa the hopper should be delivered 

to a weigh hopper and to a pre-aix unit and that the pre-aix sand would 

be fed into a batch hopper set above the intensive llixers. Thereafter. 

final additions of water, clay. coal dust and dextrin should be aade into 

the intensive aixer. By suitable design of the batch hopper the cuncept 

is expected to vork. 

BCIRA specifically condemns the use of large storage bunkers for pre-mix 

sand, the consultant condemns the concept outright on the basis of 30/35 

years reported experience in many countries of the world. FllD states 

(3.3.4.2.) that it is not aware of any iron foundry currently using a 

pre-mixing process for green moulding sand. 

For the return sand cooler HF.cON proposes fluidised bed but APCCL includes 

a cooler drum: both work effectively. The conr.ultant endorses BCIRA report 

t;hat. if available from local 11anufacturers, may as well use the drum. 

However, APCX:L must accept that the control of temperature or temperature 

reduction in the fluidised bed can also be associated with a degree of 

sand grain size classification. 

BCIRA capacity recoa111endation of 240 tonnes for return sand hopper (being 

nominally two hours), is tradition&! and effective and is endorsed. 

APCX:L should recognise that in fact the sand is not evenly conveyed and 

stored for tw~ hours. 11le sand is used as the demand requires. Normally 

two reti;rn bunkers would be used and would become part of a sand control 

system e.g. when a certain tyre of casting is be~ng produced a recognised 

burn-out of coal dust and binder is to be accepted whereas with another 

type of casting different burn-out is experienced. 
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Sands are segregated in the bunkers especially when a pattern change 

is envisaged and their re-use is a blenciing from the tvo bunkers vith 
compensating additions of binder and coal. 

Concerning the belt and bucket elewators there are two points. What 

BCIIA says about blockage is without dispute, elevators do suffer from 

blockage, but since up to 11 deg.C. cooling can be achieYed through 

each elevator and removal of fines is also easily achieved, there is 

just about equal merit in including the elevatcr. The point should be 

left either to the choice of APCCL engineers or as dictated by the 
final layout. 

BCIIA page 28, caution about one overband •gnetic separator is endorsed. 

It is recommended that in-line 11agnetic separators should be used and 

the plant layout made to achieve it. Four •gnetic separators mentioned 

in BCIRA report vill prove to be practical in the final systea. 

BCIRA page 30 onwards gives good recommendations for sand plant equipment 
specification: 

lbe Stand Storage hopper reference to 'free flow' page 35 itea 8.5, can 

mean epoxy resin paint associated with correct design detail. Reference 

page 36 item 8.7, (nev sand additions equipment), it is not really sig

nificant as to how the hopper is loaded: hand shovelling is satisfactory 
direct from road vehicle. 
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FMD deals vidl the AJla1 concept on page 18. the c~ts and points 
raised include: 

- query rotary breaker screen: mention not applicable in green 
sand 

- vet silica sand cannot be put through classifying screens. 

- sutes AID not aware of any ir"8 foundry currently using a pre-
mixing process for moulding sand. 

- mentions reco•ery of coal dust and beotonite from vet dust arrestor 
sludge: gi •es caution that burned coal dust. dead clay ul unvanted 
sand fines rill also be taken into the sand aix. Alternati•e 
application for dry dust collectors is mentiunecl and FMD agrees 
the proposal. 

- agrees use of load cells for weighing sand and additi•es. 

- agrees electronic moisture controllers 10hich are considered to be 
standard. 

following agreement with the principal of using high intensity 
aixer points out necessity to provide a separate unit to aerate 
the sand after aixin@. 

- agrees vith the proposal to install equipment of sufficient 
capacity to meet phase 2 output: considers it necessary to install 
full aixer capacity during pha~ 1 to effect overall econoay and 
avoid duplication of aetering systems and loss of production when 
second aixer installation has to be added for phase 2. 

points out that unless dried and classified silica sand can be 
obtained then equipment rill have to be installed to dry and clas
sify sand and possibly to vash it. 

reflects nervousness about the suitability of rotary type dryers 
recomended by HF.cON and stated to be at:ailable in India: aakes 
point that rotary dryers aay not be as efficient as fluidised 
bed types. 

- llakes the point that rav sand is better tipped directly f roa 
delivery vehicles and processed through drying. cooling and clas
sifying and then stored inside suitable silos in order to be avail
able for aake-up requirement. 
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7.4. Layout of Plant and Buildings 

Foundry plant layouts should carry bias toward siaple material flow 

and manage11ent c~ication between depart8ents. 

These desirable goals are met by: 

- straight line flows 

- a•oidance of i'ternal walls or partitions 

Some foundries specify separation of: 

- sand plant: because of dust (especially when using coal-dust additive) 

fettling shop: because no noise. 

There are no general guidelines in this area. Most modern foundries 

are contained in a single building. 

1be MF.CON and APCCL layouts are derivatives one frOll the other, show 

cOllpound flow routes and have many internal divisions, therefore they 

are considered poor. 

BCIRA layout follows MF.c:ON/APCCL but rationalises relative areas and 

is regarded as an iaproveaent, but the FMD layout shoving absolute 

siaplicity and logical flov aust be regarded as c011pletely the best 

scheme offered. Additionally, the FMD c<>111ent concerning layouts must 

be seriously accepted •••.. "layouts are not final at the tender stage. 

Layouts are of a general nature and whilst it is expected that the 

total nuaber of pieces of equipment will be the sa11e (or reduced by 

one or tvo items) the overall cost vill be the S88e." 

A decision as to whether the sand plant should be housed in a separate 

building is entirely a aatter for APCX:L preference. The advantages of 

a separate building are about equal to the disadvantages and it is 

recOimDended that APCCL considers making an integrated building layout 

and that the sand plant occurs in its natural location dictated by the 

llOulding machine shake-out arrangements. 

The fettling shop may be placed in a separate area but there are no 

advantages. Protection has to be given from health hazards of dust 

and noise in the fettling shop in the same vay as in other depart

ments: if the working conditions are suitable for fettling shop 

operators they may be likewise expected to suit 11<>ulding and core 

making operators. 
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It is not correct to diSlli.ss the fettling shop as a dirty and noisy 

part of the works: it nst be reEmbered that the quality of castings 

is finally inspected. measured and confirmed in the fettling shop. It 

is wery iaportant to recognise that well-trained. highly skilled and 

alert fettling shop operators can di&gnose casting faults and bring to 

the notice of management before final inspection occurs. thereby saving 

considerable aaounts of aoney. energy and time by a·oiding subsequent 

fettling operations and preventing further errors occnr~ng during 
aoulding. 

The dispositio~ of ancillary work places such as pattern shop, electrical 

and 11eehanical 11aintenance, stores and administrative off ices have no 

bearing on the function of the foundry plant as a casti .. gs producing unit. 

Allowance should be made for metal particles and sand falling from delivery 

vehicles and a "dirty roadway" may be considered. Offices, canteen and 

social ameniti~s are normally grouped in an area because they are without 

the need for heavy transportation, wide roadways or lifting gear etc., 

and no noise arises in consequence of their normal use. 

APCX:L is advised to have a works entrance and an office entrance separated 

one from the other and approximating to the suggested idea of a dirty road

way and clean area in the site layout. Transformer houses, compressor 

houses and pumping stations will be located as required by the demands of 

their function for minimum power loss and good accessability for cooling 
and 11aintenance. 

There is no need for buildings in association with the dust and fume 

extractor units which can be free stan~ing in open air with a veather 

protection for electric motors as appropriate. 
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7.5. Mtchanisation And A!ltomtion Of The Whole Process 

A discussion of mechanisation bas to be related to local labour costs and 

government policies vi.th regard to employaent of labour. 

BCIRA note that the counteriart proposals have handling limited to 

E.O.T. cranes and then goes on to state that mono-rail can be us!d 

for delivering hot metal following which a general review is offered 

concerning sani handling (15.4.7.). In connection vi.th laying of 

core assEablies. the referer.ce is 11ade to a light overhead crane. 

Fork-lift trucks are foreseen for general castings handling and 

other 11aterials vi.thin the plant. 

FHD references to handling occur vi.thin the text and as part of the 

process description. 

Generally speaking the consultant's view of the proposed haddling 

system is that it is not in keeping vi.th best llOdern practice. It 

is recoanended that as a policy all work stations are fitted with 

under-slung bridge cranes and in some instances. although very much 

less preferable. wi~h jib cranes so that each operator can work in

dependently of other factors within the shop thereby maximising 

productivity. 

The use of E.O.T. cranes is condemned by the consultant as being 

wasteful in time. capital investment. and enhanced building and 

foundation costs. 

Handling of heavy bulk of material such as charging furnaces is 

very conveniently done from a mono-rail and can of course be totally 

automated: such automated systems have very little advantage and 

certainly in the expected case of APCCL with the local labour cost, 

it is unlikely that capital investment in automation of charge hand

ling could ever be recovered. 

Autcmation in the whole foundry manufacturing process is not widely 

practiced. Within the knowledge of the consultant all on-line com

puterised systems have failed and the computer controlled approach 

dismantled in favour of discrete microprocessor {PLC) controls in 

defined areas. Subsequent connections between PLC are developed as 

experience indicates. 
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The foundry production process lends itself to solid aut011Btion 

i.e., the use of dedicated equipment, but since APCX:L forsees short 

production runs the yield could fall short of acceptable expensive 
aut011&ted installations. 

7.6. Quality Inspection 

FMD outlines a normal standard procedure relating to specifications 
for grey iron castings. These usually include: 

hardness (brinell) 

dimensional accuracy 

pressure testing 

A proportion of castings should be marked out and sectioned. Other 
tests include: 

test bars for tensile strength 
micro-structure 

chemical analysis 

FMD points out tests are to be carried out in laboratories and tests 

are carried out in the inspection of the finishing (fettling) depart
ment. 

Sonic testing is proposed for flaw detection and its use if required 
in checking nodularity of SG castings is mentioned. 

BCIRA devotes Section 13 to the use of semi-automatic ultra-sonic 

testing equi)>llent for cylinder heads. The matter was taken up in 

detail in U.I. and found to be based on experience in very high volume 

cylinder head manufacture: on the basis of the supporting data presented 

the BCiRA recommendation for cylinder head ultra-sonic testing should 
be accepted. 

7.7. Control Laboratories 

The extensive review offered by BCIRA in Section 12 and relating to 

chemicdl and rapid test laboratories for metallurgical and moulding 

materials examination is suanarized in table 1 pp.71 and 72. 
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FMD is not convinced that SOiie of the moulding materials equipment 

is necessary e.g •• bot distortion tester, but this is a matter of 

opinion, since an effective practical hot distortion test is easily 
arranged by means of a cor~ box. 

BCIRA includes the optical emission spectr011eter as coapleaentary 

equipment: this is not the view of the consultant and it is recom

mended that the spectrometer be included as first-choice equipment 

and that if necesssary costs saved by reducing the scope of a vet 

chemical laboratory to a supporting role only. 

The aechanical test laboratory equipment 11ay be capable of reduction 

if a local university or test house can offer the nor11al mechanical 

tests of tensile and rupture measurement. 

A brinell hardness tester should be maintained in the fettling depart

ment. The consultant does not accept the statement by FHD that a 

brinell tester may be portable, and believes that apart from patrol 

inspector convenience, 100% brinell of significant production items 

should be tested by a properly mounted full-load machine. 

7.8. Equipment Maintenance 

FMD gives their review under 3.6.2. of a scope of work to be carried 

out and in the following paragraph mentions the principal activities 

ranging from machining, fabrication, hydraulics etc. and electrical 

functions which have to be provided for within the unit. A similar 

approach is not offered by BCIRA but the point is not very serious. 

Establishment of mechanical and electrical maintenance facilities 

will be well understood within India. 
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8. ~ESSMENT OF AUIIWIY OPERAnONS 

8.1. Energy Conservation 

~ is placing great stress on achievement of energy-effective 
operations. 

Numerous points are included in the reports which are ailled at specific 

energy improvements. and great stress has been laid on these elements 

during discussions at APCCL offices in Hyderabad. 

It is considered necessary to advise APCCL that the danger exists of 

placing such a degree of eaphasis on energy conservation that constraints 

will be introduced1 causing difficulties in practical plant operation. 

This statement is emphasised aost firmly. 

Considering the areas specified by APCCL: 

1. Hetal melting and holding. 

Choice of 11edi-Ja frequency furnaces end~rsed by FMD and BCIRA is 

to be rec011Dended. If a particular manufacture of furnace is 

chosen. high electrical efficiencies may be achieved. 

The suggestion from BCIRA that holding furnace and pouring device 

are amalgamated is a very good idea and is to be recommended. 

2. Molten metal transfe4. distribution and pouring. 

By adopting a c01111on pouring device and holding furnace, transfer 

between the tvo units is achieved. Use should be made of the 

available electrical capacity in the holding furnac~ so that metal 

may te transferred from the melting furnace at relat~vely low tem

perature and held at lov temperature until planned production 

coanences,in anticipation of which, the temperature in the holding 

furnace/pouring device can be raised on a programmed basis. APCCL 

should note that tc~perature in metal transfer is lost in the trans

fer stage and not significantly in the distance of travel. Temper

ature loss on transfer may be assumed to be 40 deg.C at each trans

fer and temperature loss whilst holding (e.g. travelling) is about 

4°C per min for a large container and ll°C per min f~r smaller con
tainers. 
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Ladle covering aust be approached carefully: there is often merit 

in allowing the surface of the ladle to be exposed to air as a means 

of coagulating slag. Energy conservation element of ladle covering 

must be carried out only in relationship to the function being perforaed. 

All the cost savings in energy conservation 11ay be lost by lining replace

ment if undue slag attack is present especially in the autopour unit. 

Cylindrical or drua ladles are well known and widely favoured. 

3. F.nergy saving in moulding and core.aking. 

Within moulding and core llBking the 118jor energy users 118Y be shared 

betwen: 

1) c<>11pressed air 

2) 1t?vement of moulding flasks in the 11<>uld making operation. 

Remote controls to reduc~ either running of c<>l'press~rs may easily be 

installed: noraally they relate to the pressure in a remote air receiver. 

With main and back-up compressors operating, the main compressors con

tinue on load and the back-up units cut !. and out under progranaed 

control. On-demand compressor start-up and shut down is not practicable 

and starting a compressor against full loa~ will consume more electrical 

energy than allowing it to continue running for many minutes. Ti1erefore 

micro processor anticipatory controls need to be included. 

In order to avoid the considerable energy wasted in transferring flasks 

during the mould making and cooling period serious consideration should 

be given to the Disamatic concept of moulding. Energy comparisons in 

favour of the Disamatic princir!e as compared •o other flask type ~uld

ing machines are sufficiently impressive to warrant investigation in 

depth. 

Cold box core making avoids the use of energy at the core making machine: 

instead the energy is applied at the manufacturing works of the consumables 

supplier so that in the foundry the cost is represented as a consumables 

cost and not an energy cost. Caution is given that the core making process 

is frequently dictated by the component being made and not by the pref

erences of the foundry. 
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APOCt. lua 11.4 is •ery well in theory. Care aust be taken not to 

include lllUlY constraints of an energy saving nature as to preclude 

the efficient manufacture of castings. 

4. Savings in heat treat8cnt. 

The use of lov ther.al aass furnace construction aaterials is to 

be rec~nded. nexible curtains are aentioned but usually an 

independently opened vestibule is included at the loading and un

loading section of a furnace. 

The automatic teaperature profile coit:rolled cooling tunnel features 

continually in discussions with APCCL. The unnecessary consuaption 

of fuel which may be forecast from this unit is likely to d~f eat the 

concept of energy conservation. FMD, 8CIRA and the consultant recom

mend that the concept be dropped and all three parties advise APCCL 

to discontinue this section of the project: see .6.5. 

5. Energy wastage in castings cleaning and fettling. 

APCC"L places emphasis on elements of shot-blasting, the statements 

made are obvious but it must be borne in mind that one of the impor

tant requirements in a shot-blasting machine is to protect the machine 

from destroying itsel~and where a small number of castings may need 

to be reblaste~there is merit in fully loading the machine so that 

the internal faces of the shot-blast cabinet are protected from direct 

shot-throwing by means of other castings placed in the machine for 

that purpose. 

6. Ventilation 

1111 11 I 

Advice has been given that the building may only need to be a covered 

area with short sides and that normal buildi~g walls may be omitted. 

Forced ventilation is neces&ary in certain areas for the avoidance of 

health hazards and the moving air also s~rves as a cooling media in 

selected places e.g. in a sand plant extraction air from rotary screens 

and elevators and at the discharge between conveyor belts contributes 

a measurable cooling effect. 
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Some ideas mentioned in the APCX:L report will be found to be not 

worthwhile e.g. shut-off of extraction points for core •chines 

when not in ~= such action vill throw the ventilation system 

out of balance and different perf ol'llBDce characteristics will 

result. It is difficult to see what saving can be made in elec

trical power consumption by changing the configuration of a 

ventilation system at randm. The likely effect vill siaply be a 

change in power factor of the drive llOtor. 

1. Savings in lighting. 

Good ho~sekeeping is mentioned io respect of a cleaning of laaps 

and reflectors. The general advice is to use sodiua vapour laaps at 

high level within the building for safety purposes at night tiae 

and for individual work stations, to have tvin (split phase) tubular 

strip lighting, individually controlled by the operator. 

8. Compressed air energy. 

All competent compressor house designs envisage bringing air from 

outside the building if for no other reason than to avoid grit laden 

air entering the c0111pressor vith consequent internal damage to the 

moving components. The replacement for pneumatic tools by electric 

tools vill give an obvious i•provement in electrical efficiency but 

APCCL must be warned about the notoriously unreliable performance 

of electrical tools experienced by 118DJ users throughout the world. 

9. Power factor correction. 

The proposal to 110nitor and control •ximm demand is confil'lled as 

being good practice and an obvious way to reduce costs. Power factor 

correction normally exists as part of electric furnace melting package. 
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8.2 Coaputers Application 

Reference is make elsewhere to the position of c<>11puters in foundries. 

So far as is kn°"1 to the consultant no case has yet emerged where on

line c<>11puter operation has been successful. A nuaber of cases exist 

where the concept has been tried out but according to published vork 

the arrangements have been di&m1tntled after some one or two years of 

experience. 

The application of computersto forward progra.aing and detailed hour 

by hour progra.aing of aoulding has been shown to achieve savings in 

melting energy of up to 15% in the U.S.A. (Caterpillar Peroria) and 

as the AP:CL foundry is developed advantage 11ay be taken of this 

established procedure. 

Computers are useful in determining the out of balance consllllption of 

raw materials and additives and cases are reported in the literature 

where quality control leads have been established from the monitoring 

of consumables. The identification and reporting of rejects (especially 

reject cores) proves always a problem. It would be unrealistic to stop 

production of a moulding line on account of the shortage, perhaps due 

to breakage in transport, of some small core~ therefor~ it is more con

venient to supply an excess of small cores to the core assembly or core 

laying point. 

The consultant has experience of using 11agnetic tape indicators in 

fettling operation indicating content, count and weight of batches of 

castings which were then related to foundry quality measurement i.e., 

number of rejects, and to storage and shipping requirements. 

The firmest and no doubt the earliest cc.mputer type application would 

come from process controllers (PLC). These may be applied at the 

early stages to a number of repetitive functions: 

- melting 

- metal holding, superheating, autopour 

- moulding machine operation 

- 110ulding sand preparation 

- core machine operation (justifiable in larger machines only) 

- core sand preparation (if associated with a print outgives valuable 
com quality feed-back) 

- heat treatment !urnace cycles 

- component pressure testing when using an advan:ed handling rig in 
cases of volume produc~1vn 
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Of course the normal adainistrative functions of finance and person

nel control are an obYious case for c•puterisation. A stock control. 

raw materials conSU11ption. spa~e parts and wearing parts vould normally 

be under cOllputer control. 

Manufacturing progra1m1es. vork in progress. stock held at cust011ers 

vorke and delivery schedules can be usefully progra.aed to a c•puter 

base and interrog&ted daily according to production performance o~ 

in the event of unforeseen delay$ in the manufacturing progra111e. 

A very valuable asset in the foundry situation is individual perfor-

11ance data logging of machinery and can give useful information con

cerning costs of inspections, repairs and replacements and ultimately 

when a suitable data base has been c•piled, 11aintenance requirement 

forecasting becomes possible. 

APCX:L staff already has extensive experience in computer operation and 

application in other fields and therefore would not be expected to 

require assistance in setting up a computer system once the framework 

as outlined in the foregoing has been suggested. 

8.3. Long-term planning of foundry development 

I 11 I 

Long-term planning is difficult to define and the temptation to fore

cast what may occur SOiie twenty years hence must be resisted. However, 

some positive lines of development are now on the horizon. 

For a cylinder head and block foundry the cost of core 118king must 

feature as a very significant factor and for more than 100-years the 

sodium silicate/CO, gas system has been available although not very 

well understood. In the last IO-years two world renowned foundry 

chemical systems producers have devoted much research aimed at bring

ing this cheap core making system up to a level of com,etition (largely 

in the field of quality) against well established, more complex systems. 

During the lifetime of the projected foundry it is quite likely that 

continuing research will produce a silicate based cheap core ~king 

material suitable for the climatic conditions projected in the Hyderabad 

area. The consultant has experience of successful gas hardened, sodium 

silicates in Halaysia and in Indonesia in tropical rain forest climatic 

conditions and further development of the processes should be expected. 

If such development occur!'!> ~nd becomes widely used, the proposed core 

makinF mact.inf out linec! ir. ~ '1E· s•.:'.•-( 0i1trac ~ re;..c.rt!' are ex pee ~ed to 

r· !'" \'E- ad~~ '..d: f. • 
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Continuing with the theme of the significance of core making in 

cylinder head and block manufac~ure, the consultant draws attention 

to curren~ work nov at an advanced sta1e in producing tvo illportant 

derivitives of traditional internal combustion engine design: 

- cylinder block without any cores 

- nol'll81 r'2Ciprocating engine without cylinder head 

The foregoing aust point to the need for Af(X:L to 11aintain flexibility 

because of the existence of alternatives in manufacturing techniques 

which are nov established at the research stage and undergoing inten

sive development in Europe. The influence of these factors on cost 

calculations systems is quite profound because a foundry having to 

cost a heavy overhead liability for core llBking installation would 

be at a disadvantage when the cost enhancement value of cored work 

is lost. 

Improvements in melting technol~gy in the long-term are quite likely 

to be centred more in the area of continuous development increasing 

the overall energy efficiency of the melting units. Such efficiency 

improvement may stem from the mechanics of electrical application and 

equally importantly, development in insulating materials. There is 

not a let of precautionary planning which a foundry can undertake in 

these fields but the need for flexibility in the short-term and middle

term fut~re is an important factor for the consultant's advice to avoid 

the use of E.O.T. cranes connected to the building structure. 

One important element of long-term development which should be of sig

nificance to APCCL is to monitor Indian Government funding of research 

and development into the winning of indigenous rav materials. Now 

private sector activity in this field is also important. Present con

straints on imports vill certainly have some influence on the core 

binders and core coatings to be used and developments in this area 

would be most significant to the foundry. 

Detailed manufacturing operations such as fettling are likely to be 

the subject of continuous improvement. Perhaps the development will 

be along the lines of operator comfort leading eventu911J to operator 

elimination and this development could occur very suddenly with APCCL 

if a successful tie up occurred with a 11ajor engines producer thereby 

reducing the number of different patterns in work and permitting an 

enhanced degree of mec~~~~~~t!~~ leading t~ automation. 
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Usually automation results in a contraction of the floor area 

required, increasing mechanisation also reduces floor space there

fore extensiYe provision for buildings extension is not rec011mended 

as a •jor factor in the planning stages of the foundry. It is vise 

to restrict the secondary functions such as •intenance, pattern 

shop, off ices. canteen and welfare facilities to occupy tvo sides 

only of a supposed rectangular site thereby making it ~38Sible for 

the manufacturing unit to be extended along tvo axes Vi.thout the need 

for demolition lllld re-siting of these secondary buildings and services. 

Until a resolution is reached concerning the final product ai.x, the 

consultant has to rec011mend that initial expense be saved by omitting 

the autopour unit and indeed omitting the holding furnace, thereby 

relying upon direct melting until the predominant alloy emerges follow

ing vhich a reappraisal of the metal handling system can be •de. The 

serious effect on the equipment to be installed caused by the absence 

of a f ira 11arket appraisal further highlights the need for further 

investigation leading to a feasibility study before investments are 
made. 
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IEYIEI OF MARIEi' SUIYEY nEPAIED BT am: <XllSULTAllCJ SERVICES -

Dfl:DtBD, 1986 

The following significant points are noted: 

1. The Indian GoYenment in .January 1985, instituted a relaxation of 

licencing restrictions in the automobile industry with the aia to 

encoura&e operation of competitiYe forces within the industry. 

2. Quoted published surYeys by •arious agencies (not specified) in 

1983, estillated the production by 1989/90 as being of the order of 

2.7 million •ehicles: this iaplied an ayerage growth rate of about 

18% as against an achieved growth rate of 13% between 1971/83. 

3. 1be cited nU11ber of vehicle manufacture was given as follows: 

Trucks/Buses 8 

Passenger cars 5 

Jeeps 2 

3-Wheelers 3 

Motor cycles 7 

Scooters 7 

Mopeds 7 

Tractors 9 

4. Additional investment in the aut0110tive related industrial sector 

between 1985/90 would be of the order of US $ 205 billion: the 

scope and objective of the statement is not understood. 

5. Two-wheeler industry is expected to have the highest growth ranking 

in India. 

6. A recessionary trend which has been going on for 'some time', especially 

in the case of c0111Dercial vehi~les; the report cites companies Swaraja 

Mazda, DCN Toyota and Allwyn Nissan 

7. Negative indicetions regarding heavy cOilllercial vehicles likewise 

recorded; Telco production is recorded as 1982: 45,949 vehicles, 1985: 

40,523 vehicles. Ashok Leyland is cited as 'also not doing veil'. 
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8. Tbe slov pace of indi1enisation (as indicative froa the autoaotiYe 

mlllllufacturers vi.th Japeoese collaboration). 

The Core Consultancy lewiev includes u..ination of de.and patterns 

for iron castin1s. As pert of the r~viev their automotiwe castings 
were segregated into l-groups. 

Croup A 

1. cylinder beads 

2. cylinder blocks 

3. 1ear boz housing 

4. clutch housing 

5. transaission case 

6. rear ade housing 

Croup B 

1. brake drua 

2. flpheel 

3. cylinder lever 
4. fan pulley 
5. oil pump housing 
6. water pt111p body 
7. exhaust 11anif old 

On the basis of the technical content and applicable technology (for 

known designs), it is considered that the list is poorly drawn. It 

is suggested that a 110re suitablelist would be as follows:-

Group A 

1. cylinder heads 

2. cylinder blocks 
3. gear box housing 
4. transmission case 
5. rear axle housing 
6. oil pump housing 
7. water pump body 

8. exhaust 11anifold 

Group B 

1. brake drum 

2. flywheel 

3. cylinder lever 

4. fan ru!lt"\ 
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Concern must be expressed because of the failure of the analy to 

understand the technology illplication of the different components as 

listed. 

In analysis of details of the projected manufacture 1989/90 of a nuaber 

of manufacturers, there is some confusion abo~t the inclusion of the 

tonnage forecast for diesel engines; the diesel engines lll!lltioned are 

for large earth moving vehicles so that there is danger of distorti~ 

of figures although only a proportion of the diesel engine production 

is included in the acalysis. It is disturbing that the analysis has 

included annually 10,000 tonnes of castings for the earth moving vehicles 

and excavators. 

Similarly in the analysis for agricultural tractors, a tonnage is 

included for transaission case (125 kg) and axle housing (100 kg) which 

viii have a significant effect upon the size of moulding flask, and 

justifies the suggestion of a flask size of lOCX> x 850 x 300/300, by FMD. 

The sW111ary analysis considers only 1,000 tonnes of the specified 10,0CX> 

for earth moving vehicles: the transfer of figures is not really understood. 

In the sunaary, nett deaand for grey iron castings is calculated: 

estimated tonnage for year 1989/90. 

assumed spares (10%). 

projected total (say). 

assessment of existing production. 

assumed available market share which 

APCCL might meet (but strictly not 

mentioned in the report). 

30,550 

3,055 

35,000 tonnes 

27,000 

8,000 tonnes 

The survey includes a capacity analysis. This reviews the manufacture 

from a number of companies, their estimated capability to supply castings, 

and makes assumptions about competence of these companies. There is no 

indicatior. that the actual companies named and reviewed have been consulted: 

statements include "Ghatge Patil ••••••• already in the market with high 

pressure moulding ••.•••. supplying castings like brake drums ••••••• in order 

to stabilise their production in this specified area they shall have to 

bring about considerable changes in their existing operations":"Autokast.launched 
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their project two years ago ••• reported that high pressure mulding 

project not satisfactory." It is not known to vbat extent these 

c~nts •Y be supported by actual production performance from the 

suppliers naaed. 

SG iron is reviewed under a separate heading and refers largely to 

•chine tool producers and other lliscellaneous hardware manufacturers 

and mentions the conversion of steel and •lleable castings to SG. 

Reference is llBde to licenced capacity and installed capacity; spec

ifically note that actual production capabilities of the mentioned 

foundries is not indicated. It is implied that APCX:L "proposed plan 

for production of SG in batch quantity" will allow the C:O.pany to 

establish a market and be regarded as one of the "very few reliable 

suppliers of SG castings." The justification for these statements 

is not offered. The market share which is assuaed to accrue to APO:' .. 

is 2,000 tonnes per year. 

'lbe conclusion of the Core Consultancy Services Report is repeated 

in its entirety. 

7.00 Conclusion: 

"Long time recession of machine tool industries and the delay in 

policy decision on the part of the Government regarding the auto-

mobile industries has caused temporary set back for the Indian foundries. 

In spite of these problems a specialised foundry dedicated to the pro

duction of high technology castings has its own place in domestic as 

well as international markets Core Consultancy Services believes that 

India has a disproportionately large number of ordinary grade cast iron 

foundries comparing to the number of negligible existence of potentially 

sound modern foundry. So APCCL's decision to install a modern foundry 

of the latest foreign know-how and a specific objective to tap the over

seas market is highly coamendable. It will fill up a major g~p in the 

~hnology currently available and thus should be implemented expeditiously." 

An annex to the report relates to the quality and accuracy of cylinder 

body and cylinder head castings and includes a table giving the reason for 

rejection of castings. The document is poorly presented and does not 

appear to be based on any experienced foundry assessment. Rejections 

are recorded at the rejection level for: foundry, hydraulic testing 

arid ma:hine shc.p and assigns an assumf'd level of rE-jects trJ edch arPa. 
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The total number of rejects offered is 8%; of which the foundry (i.e., 

moulding and core) proportion is 5%. It is extremely fortunate for 

foundries in India if such figures can be achieved and •intained; 

7%-9% is the nor11 in advanced production, 9%-16% is more realistic for 
the first 2-years of start-up. 

From the foregoing brief analysis ~t has to be assumed that the Core 

Consultancy Service Market Survey is not a reliable source on which 

to base production expectations from a new project. 
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APPF.NDll 2. 

REVIEW OF HARIET SURVEY PREPARED 21 TATA FmlOIIC <DSUl.TANCY 
SERVICES - MADRAS 

Access vas given to an extensively researched document produced by the 

Tata Consultancy Services on behalf of larnataka Industrial. Investment 
and Development Corporation Ltd. 

The document is outstanding by reason of the information contained on 

specific and individual vehicles. giving component name. weight and 

existing producer for a very vide ~ange of vehicles country-wide. It 

is considered that APCCL •Y have done well to have analysed this 

infor11ation and to have drawn conclusions from the detail; presented 

detail implied a factual and realistic approach to the ferrous •terial 
content of the vehicles listed. 

Huch histol"ical material and casting process review is not considered 
to add worthwhile value to the report. 

The same statistical data appears in this report as in the other two 

reports reviewed e.g .• growth rates of 12.5% and 17-18% in appropriate 

sections. It must therefore be supposed that the reports reviewed either 

have had access to the same published (possible gover1111ent economic survey) 

or that subsequent reports have been influenced by earlier reports. 

The scope and recomnendations however are quoted as follows:-

Estimated gap in foundry production 
for grey iron castings 1986/87 

1989/90 

The anticipated gap indicated for 
SG iron castings 1984/85 

1986/87 

1989/90 

63,800 tonnes 

- 143.700 tonnes 

5,500 up to 10,200 tonnes 

14,700 up to 21,700 tonnes 

28,300 up to 38,000 tonnes 

The formal.rec0111Dendation by Tata to the client (larnataka Industrial, 

Investment and Development Corporation Ltd) is repeated "based on the 

study (the consultant) rec011Dends that the c:tent should go ahead with 

its plan for setting up an iron foundry using high pressure moulding 
facilities." 
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REVIEW OF M.q~ SURVEY PREPARED BY tmnl REVIEW - JAIUART, 1985 

Report includes a lot of •terial which appeared in die Core Consultant 

Review e.g •• rate of growth 1971/83 • 12.9 per cent and projected cate 
of growth 1985/90 • 17/18 per cent. 

Reference is made to a projected growth of various agencies envisaging 

a total production of 1.39 million 110tor vehicles by 1984/85 and point

ing out there vas a shortfall and the achieved production was approx

i.utel y 1.0 •illion. Reference is made to a n1111ber of studies e.g .• a 

sub-group on aut0110bile industries but careful reading iaplies this 

vork by different organisations consisted only of a desk study. It 

•J alsc.. be inferred that the rates of growth relate to actual vehicles 
produced whether heavy commercial vehicles or 11e>peds. 

The survey goes on to exaai.ne the likely content of grey and SG iron 

in specified types of vehicles but fails to distinguish between the 

various technologies and the suitability of the ferrous castings for 

APCCL purposes. Hence, crankshafts are included in the weights cited 

without recognition of the fact that they are not expected to fora part 
of the APCX:L product mix. 

A section iz devoted to examining the current production claimed by 

various man~facturers, described as existing capacity; intended additional 

capacity by existing manufacturers; licences/letters of intent issued 

by various Government Departments and a segregation of grey and SG cast
ings. 

In a table (03.30) the likely unsecured demand for castings in 1989/90 
is derived as:-

Grey iron 

SG iron 
57,000 tonne~ 

18,000 tonnes 

Such figures are arrived at by purely arbitrary allocation of performance 

and plant utilisation. n.ese vary between 54% and 90% in different parts 
of the report. 
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It -Y be concluded that whilst the figures presented are S091!What 

arbitrary and many of thell lacking in substance, there is a conviction 

on the part of the coapilers that a Mrket opportunity, country-ride, 

exists for grey iron end SC iron castings ranging between the figures 

previously given and lowerAgures which 11ay apply if existing plant 
utilisation is incl"eased. 

At a 9'>% plant utilisation the likely unsecured demand for castings 
in 1989/90 is: 

grey iron 

SG iron 
26,000 tonnes 

- 15,000 tonnes 

In the conclusion the report carries the following paragraph:-

"Froa the above gaps it is evident that there is sufficient 

scope for installing a mediua/large size foundry for the pro

duction of automotive. grey/alloy iron and SG iron castings." 

II I Ill 
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APPF.NDII 4. Local Specification for: 

BENTONITE 

1. Use: 

S.F.S. 41102 

Ref: IS 6186 - 1971. 

I.I. Bentonite is used as binder for 11<>ulding sand in foundry. 

2. It shall conform to the following requirements: 
2.1. Characteristics: 

Specific Gravity: 2.70 
Fusion Tenaperature: 1250 to 1300°C 
PH of 6% suspension: 8.8 to 9.6 
Base exchange capacity: 
(Meg per 100 gms) 

80 to 95 

Na/Ca Ratio. 2:7 
Base. Sodium Base 
Swelling of 1 gm of bentonite 

4 ti.mes in 100 cc distilled water 

Gelling index 1.4 gms. in 100 cc 
50 to 65 cc as per IS! specifications. 

Swelling power 18 to 30 mts. 
(East Zone method) (5 gms/100 cc) 
Liquid limit 450 (min) 
Green strength 0.65 to 0.73kg/cm 2 

When 7% Bentonite in Silica Sand 
of 55 AFS is mixed it should give: 
a) Dry strength: 8.4 to 10.5 kg/cm 2 

b) Permeability No.120 to 150. 

3. Packing: 

3.1. Material shall be packed in polythene lined gunny bags. 

4. Harking: 

4.1. Packing to be marked with the following details: 
4.1.1. Supplier's naJ11e and trade mark. 
4.1.2. Specification and grade. 

5. Sample: 

5.1. For each enquiry, sample to be obtained from supplier 
for approval by C.W. 
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APPENDII 5. Local specification for: 

HIGH SIUCA SAND S.F.S. 41101 
Ref: IS 1987-1974. 

1. Use: 

1.1. Hi3h Silics Sand is used as synthetic Moulding Sand 
in foundry. 

2. It shall confo_ra to the following requirements: 
2.1. Composition: 

SiOa 98% (min.) 
Alkalies 0.5% (max) 
CaO + MgO l.00%(Hax) 
FeaO, l.00%(Hax) 
Clay content l.00%(Max) 
Fusion point 1700°C. 

3. Physical Characteristics: 

3.1. Grain shape - semi angular to angular. 

3.2. AFS Fineness number 40-45. 

3.2.1. Percentage retained on IS Sieve Nos. 425, 300, 212, 
is 70% (min). 

3.2.2. Percentage retain~d on IS Sieve Nos. 150 and lower 

should not exceed 10% max. 

3.3. Moisture should not exceed more than 5% in rainy 

seasons and 3% in other seasons. 

4. Packing: 

4.1 

5. Marking: 

5.1. 

6. Sample: 

6.1. 

I 11 I 

Material shall be supplied in truck load. 

Material certificate to be given for each consignment 
regarding quality. 

For each enquiry, sample to be obtained from the 

supplier for approval by C.W. 
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